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Abstract: Cloud computing is heterogeneous, service-oriented platform. Parallel tasks 

scheduling on cloud platform is a challenging problem. In cloud computing, everything 

is service, and end-users should pay what they used. So, how to save money is another 

hot topic.  In this paper, the  least cost based on deadline algorithm in heterogeneous 

cloud computing(LCD algorithm) was proposed. The LCD algorithm divided deadline 

constraint into sub-deadline, then selected least cost for every sub-task under sub-

deadline constraint. The algorithm also considered heterogeneous cloud systems. The 

extensive simulations show that the proposed heuristics LCD meets the users’ criteria, 

and obtains the minimal cost when performing parallel tasks. LCD algorithm is of 

practical significance in utility computing and improve the quality of service. 
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1. Introduction 

The big service era is coming. Cloud computing is a typical service paradigm, which 

zips everything into service. Berkeley[1]believed that a large number of 

heterogeneous and autonomous resources and systems are effectively combined to 

form a huge shared virtual resource pool, which provides comprehensive services such 

as IAAS (infrastructure as a service), PAAS (platform as a service) and SaaS (software 

as a service) for end users, not only refers to the application services p, but also 

includes the system software and hardware. In the cloud environment, users can feel 

free to use services to fulfill their tasks, don’t need to 

spend lots of effort, time and money to build their facilities,  just pay for used. Virtual 

technology was used to provide pay-as- you-go service, so users don’t care how to 

obtain resources.  Cloud computing is an IT service mode of utility computing, so how 

to save money is a core issue.  

 Generally, the schedule length of parallel applications should be minimizing, which is 
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a challenging problem. There are three parts in cloud systems: service providers, users 

and resource management. For service providers, they got the benefit though leasing 

their facilities, so maximize their revenues were their goals.  For users, they must pay 

for what they used. As rational people or organizes, minimizing the fee is a ultimate 

choice.  The two objects seemed contradictions, so resource management worked.  

As a control center, RM(resource Management) decided how to assign the resources 

and schedule a right task to suitable resources. Different RMs adopt different 

algorithms to achieve different goals. In this paper, we stand as users’s site. The 

optimization objective is to minimize the fee the users spend in cloud platform while 

we try our best to finish our tasks as early as quick, which also yield service providers. 

So, the  least cost based on deadline algorithm in heterogeneous cloud computing(LCD 

algorithm) was proposed. 

The ultimate purpose of cloud computing,  whether  pricing or resource allocation, is 

to make better use of resources and provide services for users.  According to the view 

of western economics, price is the embodiment of the relationship between supply 

and demand of goods and an agreement reached by both parties. Therefore, different 

users have different price expectations for the same resource. In order to encourage 

users to submit jobs as early as possible so that resources can be better arranged, it 

should be that the earlier they submit, the cheaper the price. Moreover, users also 

have this mentality. The more urgent tasks (the deadline is relatively close), the more 

willing they are to pay a high price for services. The user service provider considers 

the user's QoS service requirements, such as the deadline. Through the dynamic 

adjustment of the price, the requirements of both sides of the service and the load 

balance of resources are considered while taking into account the economic benefits. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Due to so many scheduling methods, 

section 2 reviews some scheduling topic. Section 3 gives some model about tasks and 

systems, and the following section give the details about LCD algrithm and next 

presents the experiment in LCD algorithm. 

 

2. Related work 

There are so many resources in cloud computing, so scheduling problem is equal to 

assign resources for tasks. Unfortunately, scheduling problem is a NP 

problem[2].Scheduling problem can be divided into single task and multi-tasks. The 

former scheduling only schedule independent tasks to the resources, which the task 

cannot be subdivided. There are so many algorithms to fulfill the thoughts, for example, 

max-min, min-min and so on[3].  General speaking, multi-task often models in a  form 

of a DAG graph(Dircted Acyclic Graph) in which nodes regard as tasks, and edges 

describe the communication costs, which means data-transmit expense among linked-
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nodes. Due to edges, an application is a set of dependent. How to schedule these 

dependent tasks is a challenging work,  which have received intensive attention from 

scholars  in the past years, many algorithm are emerging. DAG schedulings are 

categorized into static scheduling and dynamic scheduling[4]. The former is pre-

detemined in compile stage, and no change when tasks are carried out. There are list 

scheduling, clustering scheduling, scheduling base on duplicate and so on. The latter 

is versed. According the target object, these methods can be divided into no-

Qos(Quality of services) constraint and Qos constraint scheduling[5]. No-Qos 

scheduling focused on single target, for example finished time. HEFT(Heterogeneous 

Earliest Finish Time) is a typical method. Qos-Constraint scheduling considers other 

important factors - cost, deadline, availability, secure and so on[6]. Since cloud 

computing is a pay-as-you model, customers have to pay what they used. 

Expenditures is the primary issue, so we take the fee in cloud computing into account. 

It's not that the cheaper is the better, we implemented an algorithm to assure the 

task was finished beford  the deadline with minimuns cost. Moreover,  the algorithm 

we proposed is more suitable to the degree of heterogeneity. 

 

3. Cloud , task model and problem definition 

3.1 Parallel tasks  

There are so many large-scale parallel applications in real world, such as traffic guide 

system, Montage, CyberShake. They usually need high performance system and 

different resources. Cloud Computing is suitable for them. Without generality, they can 

be modeled as Directed Acyclic Graph(DAG graph)[7]. 

Def.1 (parallel tasks) parallel tasks can be regarded as DAG graph, that is DAG = 

(V,E,W,C,D), in which V = {t1,t2,…,tn} is the set of tasks. E is the set of edges describing 

the precedence constrained. (ei,ej) means there is a edge from task ti to tj. W indicates 

the workload of node. If wi schedules to processor i with velocity si, the span of wi 

could be computed.  C is the workload of communication between the two tasks. If 

the tasks were assigned to the same node, there is zero time for transferring data.  

In the DAG, the entry task has no a parent node, the exit task is a task without a child 

node. So, the parallel task total execution was defined max(exit), often written 

makespan. D is the parameter equal to the task deadline the user provided. Figure 1 

presents a sample parallel task consisting eight tasks from v1 to v8, each weighted 

edge shows estimated transferring time. 
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Fig.1 An example DAG with 8 tasks 

 

3.2 Cloud models 

In the paper, we regard cloud system is a heterogeneous computing resources to 

execute given parallel tasks. Cloud computing uses Virtualize Technology to different 

VMs.  

def. 2  Cloud = {Vm1, Vm2,…,Vmd}, Vmi=(τi,ci), which  is the speed of Vmi, and ci is 

cost of Vmi, d is the degree of heterogeneity. Table 1.give a sample of cloud system. 

 

Table 1 VM matrix in heterogeneous cloud computing 

VM instance Speed of  VMs cost of VMS 

VM1 156 1$ 

VM2 789 5$ 

VM3 378 3$ 

VM4 451 2$ 

 

3.3 Problem definition 

We want to spend less in doing tasks, so we should  find  a suitable schedule in which 

total cost is minimizing  and meeting the D(deadline). AFT was denoted the completion 

time of task in the VM, and we denote 

  𝑥𝑖𝑗 = {
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝑛𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑛 𝑉𝑀𝑗

0 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
 

So, the scheduling problem should be modelled as  

 min(cost) 

st. max(AFTexit)≤ D 

          ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑚
𝑗=1 = 1 

           xij = {0,1} 
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4. Proposed least cost based on deadline algorithm(LCD algorithm)  

4.1 Basic definitions 

Parallel scheduling was divided into two phases, firstly decide the priority of nodes, 

secondly scheduling nodes to suitable VMs. According HEFT algorithm, rank i  denote 

the length of the longest path, from the task to exit, is the rank of tasks. 

𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖 = 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑜 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗(𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑗 + 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡)
                                          (1) 

  The rank is repeatedly calculated by passing over the task upwardly from exit. 

 

4.2 LCD algorithm 

 

Algorithm 1: LCD scheduling algorithm 

Input:DAG and Cloud, the value given by the user ,such as D 

Output: a scheduling sub-tasks which satisfied min(cost) 

1: calculate sub-deadline of all tasks 

2: calculate nodes priority according equ.(1) 

3: while node segue is not null 

4:      { fetch the node 

5:        select VMs fitting  min(cost) in its deadline 

         } 

6: return schedule seqs 

 

5. Experimental results  

As we know, HEFT(Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time)  is a hot algorithm in 

heterogeneous computing, which is compared by many other scheduling methods. 

HEFT mainly pay close attention to the execution time where LCD algorithm focus fees 

satisfying what the user submits deadline. For these comparisons, firstly DAG graph 

was generated by random via we proposed algorithm. N is regarded as number of 

tasks, and wh to represent the width and height of DAG. Generally, the width means 

the execution tasks at the same time.  CCR is used to dedicate the ratio for 

communication and computing, which indicates whether the DAG is communicate-

intensively or compute-intensive.  

We perform 10 times to run our LCD algorithm and use their mean values, the 

parameters are following for random DAG and The cloud platform are mentioned in 

Table 1. 

N = [200,1000] 

Wb = [0.2,0.5] 
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CCR = [0.1, 0.6] 

Deadtime = [500,1000] 

Two import quota is considered, one is deadline violation, which is equal the tasks of 

successful schedule/ total tasks. Fingure 2 indicate successful schedule percent with 

different tasks. 

 

 

Fig. 2 successful schedule percent with different tasks 

 

As above metioned, we also cost quotas. Fingure 3 tell us that LCD algorithm can 

obtain minimal cost in pay-as-you-go paradigm. 

 

Fig.3 Expenditure 

 
6. Conclusion 

In the paper, a LCD scheduling algorithm is proposed for minimize cost under deadline 

in heterogeneous cloud computing. Under time constraints we try our best to low the 

expenditure, which is meaningful to users. The simulation show that LCD has a high 

success rate, when cost is least. 

In the future, we should find the characteristic of the parallel program, explore the 

scheduling methods that match the programes and processors.  
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